§ 236.385 [Reserved]

§ 236.386 Restoring feature on power switches.
Restoring feature on power switches shall be tested at least once every three months.

§ 236.387 Movable bridge locking.
Movable bridge locking shall be tested at least once a year.

Subpart D—Traffic Control Systems

STANDARDS

§ 236.401 Automatic block signal system and interlocking standards applicable to traffic control systems.
The standards prescribed in §§236.201, to 236.203, inclusive, §§236.205, 236.206, 236.303, 236.307 and 236.309 to 236.311, inclusive, shall apply to traffic control systems.
[49 FR 3385, Jan. 26, 1984]

§ 236.402 Signals controlled by track circuits and control operator.
The control circuits for home signal aspects with indications more favorable than “proceed at restricted speed” shall be controlled by track circuits extending through entire block. Also in addition, at controlled point they may be controlled by control operator, and, at manually operated interlocking, they shall be controlled manually in cooperation with control operator.

§ 236.403 Signals at controlled point.
Signals at controlled point shall be so interconnected that aspects to proceed cannot be displayed simultaneously for conflicting movements.

§ 236.404 Signals at adjacent control points.
Signals at adjacent controlled points shall be so interconnected that aspects to proceed on tracks signaled for movements at greater than restricted speed cannot be displayed simultaneously for conflicting movements.

§ 236.405 Track signaled for movements in both directions, change of direction of traffic.
On track signaled for movements in both directions, occupancy of the track between opposing signals at adjacent controlled points shall prevent changing the direction of traffic from that which obtained at the time the track became occupied, except that when a train having left one controlled point reaches a section of track immediately adjacent to the next controlled point at which switching is to be performed, an aspect permitting movement at not exceeding restricted speed may be displayed into the occupied block.

§ 236.406 [Reserved]

§ 236.407 Approach or time locking; where required.
Approach or time locking shall be provided for all controlled signals where route or direction of traffic can be changed.
[49 FR 3386, Jan. 26, 1984]

§ 236.408 Route locking.
Route locking shall be provided where switches are power-operated. Route locking shall be effective when the first pair of wheels of a locomotive or car passes a point not more than 13 feet in advance of the signal governing its movement, measured from the center of the signal mast or, if there is no mast, from the center of the signal.
[49 FR 3386, Jan. 26, 1984]

§ 236.409 [Reserved]

§ 236.410 Locking, hand-operated switch; requirements.
(a) Each hand-operated switch in main track shall be locked either electrically or mechanically in normal position, except:
(1) Where train speeds over the switch do not exceed 20 miles per hour;
(2) Where trains are not permitted to clear the main track;
(3) Where a signal is provided to govern train movements from the auxiliary track to the signaled track; or